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Analytic families of differential complexes, which are useful for proving 
blowing down and direct image theorems for regular families of strongly 
pseudoconvex manifolds, are defined and shown to have an associated de- 
formation theory. The results of this deformation theory include a criteria 
for the coherence of the cohomology sheaves of an analytic family of complexes, 
a theorem on the upper semi-continuity of the dimensions of the cohomology 
of the fibers of the family and a result on the constancy of the Euler characteristic 
along the fibers. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following pseudoconvex generalization of Grauert’s direct 
image theorem [l] has been proved by Markoe and Rossi [SJ: If 
37: X -+ Y is a regular family of strongly pseudoconvex manifolds and 
if Y is a locally free sheaf of O,-modules, then the direct image sheaves 
~~(9’) are coherent Or-sheaves for i > 1. The proof of this uses the 
main result of the present paper. The above result appeared in [5] 
with the more general hypothesis that Sp is coherent. Subsequently 
it has been shown that this much generality is not possible with the 
techniques of [5]. 
Let (2Qz be a fixed sequence of Banachable spaces. If (Y, 0) is 
an analytic space, then we say that a sequence of analytic maps 
E” = (ai : Y 3 L(Ei, Ei+l))i.a is an analytic family of dzjferential 
complexes if for each t E Y and i E H, ai+l(t) 0 ai = 0. In the first 
section, it is shown how to associate a differential complex of sheaves 
-% cOIEi] -% OIEi+l] + to the family E*. We remark that if A 
* The author received support from National Science Foundation grant GP-24182 
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and B are Banachable spaces, then L(A, B) denotes the Banachable 
space of continuous linear maps from A to B and O[A] denotes the 
sheaf of germs of A-valued analytic maps on Y. The cohomology 
sheaves of the above differential complex are denoted by $P(E*). 
The main result is found in section two and gives a criterion for the 
coherence of the sheaves Zi(E*). This is followed by corollaries 
(proved elsewhere) which establish conditions for the upper semi- 
continuity of the function t t-t dim, Ker Lui(t)/Im aiel(t) (t E Y) and 
for the constancy of the Euler characteristic 
x(E*)(t) = c (-l)i dim Ker olJt)/Im mi...r(t). 
t 
In short, the second section gives a brief theory of deformations of 
analytic families of differential complexes. 
The results in this paper are themselves small deformations of the 
results appearing in Chapter I of the author’s doctoral dissertation 
at Brown University [3]. That is, the results here give a more generous 
criterion for the coherence of Xi(E*), but the basic technique is the 
same. The author wishes to express his gratitude to H. Rossi and 
G. Stolzenberg for their advice and encouragement during the 
preparation of this dissertation. 
1. ANALYTIC FAMILIES OF DIFFERENTIAL COMPLEXES 
Throughout (Y, 0) will denote a reduced analytic space; i.e., for 
every open set U C Y, r( U, 0) contains no nilpotent elements, or, 
equivalently, r( U, 0) can be identified with a subset of the ring of 
continuous functions on U. If E is a Banachable space, then a con- 
tinuous map 01 : Y -+ E will be said to be analytic if for every h E E* = 
L(E, C), h o iy. E r( Y, 0). As usual, if 9 is a sheaf over Y, then 
r( Y, 9’) denotes the group of sections of Y over Y. We remark 
that in case Y is a domain in C”, then 01 : Y ---f E is analytic if and 
only if 01 is locally expressible as a convergent power series with 
coefficients in E. 
Let O,[E] denote the sheaf of germs of E-valued analytic maps from 
Y. Of particular interest to us are maps 01 E P( Y, l!&[L(E, F)]). For 
such a map 01, it is convenient to use the notation E -% F in place 
of CII. Hence, (E &F)(t) = E “‘SF E&E, F). 
It is clear that the following proposition holds. 
P~opos1T10~ 1. (i) If G is a closed Linear subspace of E and if 
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01 E T(Y, O,[L(E, F)]), then cy lo defined by ~11 lo(t) = a(t) lo is an 
element of T( Y, O,[L(G, F)]). 
(ii) If H is a Banachable space and if 
r E L(F, H) and LY. E W, C”,[V, F)l), 
then ~701 defined by (na)(t) = rr 0 a(t) is an element of T( Y, o,[L(E,H)]). 
If 01 : X + Y is a map it is frequently useful to use the alternate 
notation CY. = x tt a(x) whenever there is no confusion about the 
domain or the range. 
Whenever 01 E r( Y, 0,,[L(E, F)]) we may define 01* : COy[E] -+ Lo,[F] 
by the presheaf homomorphism: ol,*(t F+ x(t)) = t M a(t)[x(t)] 
where U is open and C Y, and t t--t x(t) E r( U, flr[E]). 
DEFINITION 1. Let (Y, 0) be a reduced analytic space and let 
(Ei)iEz be a sequence of Banachable spaces. An analytic family of 
differential complexes (over Y) is a sequence of maps (Al& such that 
CQ . Y -+ L(Ei, .P+l) is analytic and ai+l(t) 0 ai = 0 for all i E H and 
t E Y. 
In conformity to the usual practice of homological algebra and to 
the notation introduced above, we use the sequence 
to denote the analytic farnil;-!$, with the parameter space Y under- 
a.(t) stood. Hence, E*(t) = **a --+ Ea I Ei+l aj+lw l .** is a differ- 
ential complex of Banachable spaces. We let 
Hi(E*)(t) = Ker oli(t),lIm ai-i(t) 
denote the i-th cohomology group of E*(t). We also observe that E* 
induces the differential complex of sheaves 
. . . 2-5 &,[Ei] ai*_ ,,'J#i+l] 5 . . . . 
We let the i-th cohomology sheaf be denoted by 2F(E*). 
We now collect a few results that will be used later. 
The proof of the following result is an easy consequence of the 
openness of the invertible elements of a Banach algebra with unit. 
PROPOSITION 2. If (Y, 0) is an analytic space, E a Banachable space 
‘T(O) and if 01 E T(Y, &[L(E, E)]), then 0 -+ E ---+ E 
that there is a neighborhood U of 0 E Y such that 
-+ 0 e:T6tt implies 
0 --t E - E40 
is exact for t G U. 
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We remark that if 01 E L(E, E), then 0 + E A- E + 0 is exact o (~-l 
exists as a continuous linear map. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let E be a Banachable space and (Y, 0) an analytic 
space. If a: : Y ---t E is analytic and if V = a-l(O), then V is an analytic 
subvariety of Y. 
Proof. Since L(E, C) separates points, V = cu-i(O) is the locus of 
the ideal generated by ((h 0 a) : h E L(E, C)}. Upon the application of 
elementary results on the finite generation of ideals in local holo- 
morphic rings [2, theorem 2, p. 821 the proof is complete. 
Let Y be an analytic space and F a finite dimensional @-vector 
space. An analytic subvariety V of the trivial bundle Y x F is said 
to be a linear analytic variety if Yt = V n ((t} x F) is a @-vector 
subspace of F for all t E Y. We let 9’” denote the sheaf of germs of 
holomorphic sections of Y x F (as a trivial bundle with base Y) with 
values in V. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let {fi ,..., fk} C T( Y x F, 0) such that each fi is 
linear in the F-direction. If V = V(fi ,..., f,J, then V is a linear analytic 
variety and W is a coherent sheaf of &$-modules. 
Proof. We note that fi may be considered as an element of 
r( Y, 0[F*]). H ence fi* is defined as before. Define q5 : cO,[F] + 0,” by 
W) =fi*(Q 0 .*. ofk*(o. s ince each fi is linear in the F-direction, 
4 is a sheaf homomorphism. Also Ker 4 is coherent and V = Ker 4. 
PROPOSITION 5. If E is a Banachable space and if 01 : Y + L(E, @) 
is analytic, then Im 01* is coherent. 
Proof. The proposition is local; so we need only verify it for 
analytic subvarieties of domains in Cm. We do the proof only for 
domains in Cn; the generalization to varieties follows easily. Assume 
that 0 E Y. 
Let 9 be the sheaf generated by the set of global sections {oL*g : 
g E r( Y, 0[E])}. Clearly 9 C Im 01*. Conversely, if (a*g)a E (Im E*)~ , 
then g has a convergent power series expansion g(t) = C, g,t”, and 01 
has the expansion a(t) = C, a,tn, where m, n are multiindices, 
g?n E E, ol, E L(E, @), and t is in a neighborhood of 0. Let g”(t) = 
Cfvm,=ogrntm. Then, gN is a global section of B[E] over Y and an easy 
computation shows that a*gN + a*g uniformly on compact subsets 
of their common domain of definition. The closure of modules theorem 
[2] then implies that a*g E 9’. Since any globally generated subsheaf 
of Ok is coherent, this completes the proof. 
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2. DEFORMATION OF DIFFERENTIAL COMPLEXES 
A central result in the theory of deformation of complex structure is 
Grauert’s theorem on the coherence of the direct images of a coherent 
sheaf by a proper analytic map [l]. Also, under appropriate flatness 
conditions, a result on the upper semicontinuity of the dimensions of 
the cohomology groups on the fibers and a result on the constancy of 
the Euler characteristic follow as corollaries. We shall develop an 
analogous theory for differential complexes. The theorem below gives 
a criterion for the coherence of &?(E*). Then, corollaries are given 
containing a result on the upper semicontinuity of t t-+ dim, ZF(E*)(t) 
and a result on the constancy of the Euler characteristic t F-+ x(,??*)(t). 
Roughly, the proof goes as follows: we show that ,#(E*) = V/9’ 
where -Y is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of a trivial 
bundle with values in a linear analytic space and where 9’ is a sheaf 
of the type in Proposition 5. The corollaries are stated without proof; 
they follow by a modification of the technique used in Step I. 
(See [4] for details.) 
The second corollary is an observation of M. Liddell and I am 
grateful to him for communicating it to me. 
THEOREM. Let (Y, 0) be a reduced analytic space with 0 E Y and let 
E” = . . . >& Ei & Ei+l ~ "1+1 .*a be an analytic family of difSeren- 
tial complexes over Y. If for some i
(i) dim, @(E*)(O) < co and if 
(ii) Im ai( Ker ai( Im CQ-i(O), Ker aiMi(O) 
are direct subspaces of their respective ambient spaces, then there is a 
neighborhood U of 0 such that Zi(E*) lLi is a coherent sheaf of Co,- 
modules. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, there is a neigh- 
borhood U of 0 such that t ~--t dim, Hi(E*)(t) is an upper semicontinuous 
function oft E U. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, there is a neigh- 
borhood U of 0 such that the Euler characteristic 
x(E*)(t) = c ( -l)i dime @(E*)(t) 
iez 
is a constant function of t E U, provided that dim, Hi(E*)(0) < 00 
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for all i and dim, W(E*)(O) = 0 f or all but jinitely many values of 
i E Z. 
Remarks. (1) A b p su s ace F of a Banachable space E is direct 
e F is closed and there is a closed direct summand to F e there is 
a continuous projection on E whose image is F o there is a continuous 
projection on E whose kernel is F. 
(2) If E is a Hilbertable space, then a subspace F is direct x+ F 
is closed. Hence in the case that each Ei is Hilbertable we need only 
require in (ii) that each ai b e a continuous map with closed image. 
Proof of the theorem. It suffices to prove the result for a family of 
the form 0 -+ A 4-t B -% C + 0. Hence A, B, and C are Banach 
spaces, a : Y -+ L(A, B) and ,l3 : Y + L(B, C) are analytic, and 
p(t) 0 a(t) = 0 for all t E Y. By (i) of the hypothesis, Ker 01(o), 
Im 01(o), Ker p(O) and Im /3(O) are direct subspaces. Hence we may 
split A, B, and C in the category of Banach spaces: 
A = A” @ A’, B = B’ @B”, c = C’ @ C” 
where A’ = Ker a(O), B’ = Ker /3(O) and C” = Im p(O) and A”, B” 
and C’ are closed direct summands to each of these spaces, respectively. 
Furthermore, Im a(O) is direct in B’ = Ker p(0); so there is a closed 
subspace F such that B’ = Im a(0) OF. Clearly, F w Ker fl(O)/Im a(O); 
so by (ii) F is finite dimensional. Also there are topological isomor- 
phisms A” m Im 01(o) and B” m Imp(O) = C”. Using these identi- 
fications we may write 
A = A”@A’, B = A” @F @ B’, C = C’ @ B” 
and we may represent c11 and /3 by the following analytic families of 
matrices 
A” @ A’ 
A”@ F @B” 
812 813 
1 
C' 
P22 P23 " 
B(O) 
Id: A”+ A”, 0 
0 , 0 7 0 I 0 
[ 
0, 0, 0 
0, 0, Id: B” - B” I 
(1) 
(2) 
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The entries in the matrix (1) are chosen, as follows, so that right 
multiplication of [a&t)] by a column vector [X @ y] E A” @ A’ yields 
a(t)(x @ y); take continuous surjective projections rrAe : B + A”, 
TF * . B -+ F and nTTBn : B + B”; then define 01~~ = TA,foI A” ) $2 = 
i-r/j”a! Al ) a21 - - =Fa IA” 3 %2 = 7TFa iA’ > cx~1=7r~“a An , a& =?TB”cx IA, . 
By Proposition 1 each aii is an analytic map into a space of continuous 
linear maps. Note that for convenience to the reader the domain and 
range of any olij can be determined by looking above the j-th column 
for the domain and to the right of the i-th row for the range in (1). 
Similar remarks apply to the matrix (2) determining /3. 
Now by referring to the right side of (1) and (2) and to Proposition 2, 
it is clear that there is a neighborhood U with the property that a;;‘(t) 
and ,&i(t) exist as continuous linear maps for all t E U. We show 
that U is the required neighborhood. 
The proof consists of two steps. Let y E F(Y, O,[L(A, B)]) be 
defined by At)(x 0 Y> = 4t>(4 = w(t)(4 0 dt)(4 0 40(4 
for x E A”, y E A’, and t E U. Clearly, Im y* C Im CX* C Ker p*. 
Step I will show that ker /3*/Im y* is coherent on U, and Step II will 
complete the proof by showing that Im ol*/Im y* is coherent on U. 
Step I. We will define Banach spaces F, w Ker /3(t)/Im y(t) in 
such a way that I’ = Ut F, x (t> is a linear analytic variety in F x U 
and V = Ker /3*/Im y* as sheaves of Or-modules. An application of 
Proposition 3 will complete this step. 
Letn:B + A” @F be the coordinate projection onto the first two 
summands of B. Also let 7r1 = r lKerDct) and let B,’ = rr,(Ker /3(t)). 
Then, 7r t : ker P(t) + B,’ is an isomorphism for t E U as may easily be 
checked by calculating that 
defines ntl as a continuous linear map. Define A; = r,(Im y(t)) and 
let +t : B,’ + Ai be defined by +1(~ @ y) = x @ [ael(t) 0 &(t)(x)J. 
Check that +t is a continuous projection on B,’ with Im+, = Ai. 
Hence, if F, = Ker +1 , then B,’ =A;@F,.Also,F,=B,‘nFCF. 
We now show that V = (J,F, x {t} is a linear analytic subvariety of 
F x U. Define Y : F x U--f C by Y((x, t) = /3(t)[x @ -&$(t)&(t)(x)]. 
Then Y is analytic and linear in the direction of F and Y-l(O) = V. 
It remains to show that Ker /3*/Im y* w Y. Define @J : Ker p* -+ V 
to be the sheaf homomorphism induced by the presheaf homo- 
morphism Q%[t ~--t (x(t) 0 y(t) 0 x(t))] = t ++ (Id -+t)[X(t) 0 y(t)], 
where (x(t) @y(t) @ z(t)) E A” @ F @ B” = B for all t in the 
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neighborhood WC U. The homomorphism @ is surjective, since if 
t F+ r(t) is a representative of a germ in Y”, then 
W - (r(t) 0 -P~~(t)[~22(t)(~(t))l)l = t H (Id -Ct)bW~ 
Since r(t) E F, = Ker dt, we see that @ is surjective. It remains to 
show that Ker @ = Im y* on U. Since Id -dt annihilates A,’ = 
7r1(Im y(t)) it follows that (Id - dt) 0 7rt annihilates Im y(t). Hence 
Im y* C Ker @. On the other hand, 
@(t ++ b(t) @y(t) 0 4t)l) = 0 2 (Id -4t)W Or(t)) = 0 * At> 
= %W qlYWt>l * t ++ b(t) 0 r(t) 0 WI = y*ct ++ ~;ll(wwl)~ 
Step II. To prove: Im ol*/Im y* coherent. Let 
Then, by Proposition 5, Im p* is coherent on U. Define 
by the presheaf homomorphism @(a*[t ++ u(t) @ u(t)]) = t + p(t)[v(t)], 
where u(t) E A” and v(t) E A’. It is easily checked that @ is well 
defined and surjective and that Ker @ = Im y*, thus completing 
the proof. 
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